200 “Low Hanging Fruit” Keywords

(all under 20 competing pages, over 100 monthly searches!!)

***NOTE: Find MILLIONS of keywords just like these ones using Jaaxy.com!!

All of the following keywords read in the following fashion.

1. best laptops market, 2884 traffic, 14 competing pages
2. reasons shortness breath, 371 traffic, 5 competing pages
3. get rid cellulite fast, 4947 traffic, 9 competing pages
4. get rid cellulite legs, 6908 traffic, 9 competing pages
5. inexpensive good champagne, 231 traffic, 14 competing pages
6. wedding catering dallas tx, 488 traffic, 10 competing pages
7. grocery coupon clipping services, 405 traffic, 15 competing pages
8. watch i met your mother online, 7985 traffic, 11 competing pages
9. sony nex 5 prijs, 534 traffic, 12 competing pages
10. how to get pregnant with a boy, 8599 traffic, 14 competing pages
11. palmetto football talk, 2969 traffic, 10 competing pages
12. amazon used books sale, 847 traffic, 15 competing pages
13. email list on sale, 567 traffic, 12 competing pages
14. canon eos digital body only, 432 traffic, 10 competing pages
15. can anyone learn sing, 2894 traffic, 9 competing pages
16. halo odst wiki, 3809 traffic, 18 competing pages
17. how to get rid age spots, 4016 traffic, 13 competing pages
18. bake cake scratch, 5497 traffic, 14 competing pages
19. bath body works promo code, 9374 traffic, 15 competing pages
20. how remove tattoo home, 768 traffic, 4 competing pages
21. best way earn extra money, 260 traffic, 8 competing pages
22. law attraction affirmations, 399 traffic, 11 competing pages
23. shrek halloween show, 280 traffic, 9 competing pages
24. blackberry torch price india, 3841 traffic, 13 competing pages
25. wheat intolerance symptoms nhs, 661 traffic, 1 competing pages
26. alice in the wonderland costumes, 51287 traffic, 15 competing pages
27. make money fast kid, 422 traffic, 15 competing pages
28. used luxury car sale, 7920 traffic, 13 competing pages
29. houses for rent on oahu, 280 traffic, 7 competing pages
30. gmail sort by size, 3122 traffic, 15 competing pages
31. cessna aircraft sale, 918 traffic, 15 competing pages
32. i want win lottery, 412 traffic, 8 competing pages
33. are best ways lose weight, 328 traffic, 6 competing pages
34. homes sale jacksonville fl, 4851 traffic, 16 competing pages
35. capricio salon milwaukee, 432 traffic, 6 competing pages
36. female halloween costumes 2010, 661 traffic, 14 competing pages
37. accept credit cards your website, 557 traffic, 10 competing pages
38. work home job online, 455 traffic, 20 competing pages
39. are symptoms menopause, 1075 traffic, 4 competing pages
40. clarksville homes sale, 892 traffic, 7 competing pages
41. easy dessert recipes kids, 2794 traffic, 12 competing pages
42. pay per click rates, 534 traffic, 4 competing pages
43. zantrex 3 results, 524 traffic, 3 competing pages
44. halloween hangman game for kids, 280 traffic, 14 competing pages
45. law attraction relationships, 1157 traffic, 13 competing pages
46. homes sale san jose ca, 770 traffic, 10 competing pages
47. bed breakfast savannah georgia, 727 traffic, 10 competing pages
48. online dating for relationship, 582 traffic, 12 competing pages
49. where buy miracle noodles, 699 traffic, 16 competing pages
50. awb grain prices, 814 traffic, 10 competing pages
51. ipad movies format, 432 traffic, 11 competing pages
52. shrek halloween tv special, 534 traffic, 19 competing pages
53. get rid thrush naturally, 262 traffic, 4 competing pages
54. make money home online free, 496 traffic, 8 competing pages
55. toys 2 year old boys, 2915 traffic, 15 competing pages
56. how to binary options trading, 5251 traffic, 8 competing pages
57. as seen tv items, 5211 traffic, 14 competing pages
58. johnson johnson nursing scholarships, 285 traffic, 15 competing pages
59. watch live tv your computer, 565 traffic, 8 competing pages
60. why do women want a man, 809 traffic, 10 competing pages
61. wi badger football schedule, 890 traffic, 11 competing pages
62. barbell bench press, 285 traffic, 2 competing pages
63. how to make money online for a beginner, 862 traffic, 5 competing pages
64. dating as single parent, 532 traffic, 14 competing pages
65. thai recipes with chicken, 814 traffic, 15 competing pages
66. suze orman's will trust kit, 3672 traffic, 8 competing pages
67. malayalammasala malayalam movies, 991 traffic, 15 competing pages
68. how to buy a web name, 272 traffic, 6 competing pages
69. glamping sussex, 280 traffic, 14 competing pages
70. qui bids auction, 4672 traffic, 8 competing pages
71. workcover insurance victoria, 280 traffic, 7 competing pages
72. maid honor speech examples, 5365 traffic, 14 competing pages
73. can i get rid acne, 651 traffic, 10 competing pages
74. how to get rid of black spots on your face, 534 traffic, 15 competing pages
75. how to make homemade lemonade with real lemons, 534 traffic, 3 competing pages
76. bath body works promo code, 9374 traffic, 15 competing pages
77. pregnant orgasm, 290 traffic, 6 competing pages
78. gucci bags, 195581 traffic, 18 competing pages
79. victoria british columbia vacations, 57292 traffic, 15 competing pages
80. things do missouri, 3994 traffic, 9 competing pages
81. bill rights text, 770 traffic, 8 competing pages
82. donating vehicle charity, 4238 traffic, 12 competing pages
83. chattambinadu malayalam movie online, 280 traffic, 14 competing pages
84. avalude ravukal malayalam movie online, 3809 traffic, 19 competing pages
85. game thrones episode guide, 6497 traffic, 9 competing pages
86. do dreams mean dictionary, 905 traffic, 10 competing pages
87. homes sale indianapolis indiana, 374 traffic, 9 competing pages
88. body vi scam, 5007 traffic, 8 competing pages
89. as seen tv stores, 3305 traffic, 6 competing pages
90. lose 20 pounds one month, 422 traffic, 15 competing pages
91. stop motion program free, 356 traffic, 9 competing pages
92. write my own resume free, 664 traffic, 13 competing pages
93. best way to buy silver, 493 traffic, 17 competing pages
94. how to get pet urine out of carpet, 356 traffic, 5 competing pages
95. take it all lyrics, 3444 traffic, 4 competing pages
96. printable barilla pasta coupon, 615 traffic, 11 competing pages
97. iah parking coupons, 448 traffic, 12 competing pages
98. how did beyonce name her baby, 443 traffic, 4 competing pages
99. atlanta things do, 676 traffic, 19 competing pages
100. fun things do when your bored, 9004 traffic, 3 competing pages
101. transfer maids singapore, 356 traffic, 12 competing pages
102. get rid fat thighs, 9882 traffic, 11 competing pages
103. bring fresh scam, 326 traffic, 11 competing pages
104. pentax e90 review, 356 traffic, 15 competing pages
105. what is a kindle reading device, 587 traffic, 13 competing pages
106. what is empower network review, 6206 traffic, 7 competing pages
107. godfathers pizza specials, 270 traffic, 11 competing pages
108. information about earthquakes for kids, 280 traffic, 9 competing pages
109. what are the causes of earthquake, 280 traffic, 10 competing pages
110. maid honor speech examples, 5365 traffic, 14 competing pages
111. apply bank account online, 575 traffic, 20 competing pages
112. law of attraction affirmations, 399 traffic, 11 competing pages
113. back school quotes, 3344 traffic, 11 competing pages
114. old classic cars sale, 3935 traffic, 7 competing pages
115. shrek halloween show, 280 traffic, 9 competing pages
116. how to learn a grammar, 341 traffic, 4 competing pages
117. as seen tv stores, 3305 traffic, 6 competing pages
118. where buy african mango, 9597 traffic, 10 competing pages
119. smurfette costume for kids, 355 traffic, 7 competing pages
120. average heart rate men, 407 traffic, 13 competing pages
121. 0 interest for balance transfers, 1080 traffic, 12 competing pages
122. home owner insurance tip, 882 traffic, 9 competing pages
123. how many calories in glass of red wine, 704 traffic, 7 competing pages
124. hong kong statutory holidays 2011, 661 traffic, 7 competing pages
125. does law attraction work, 311 traffic, 13 competing pages
126. buy bongs, 504 traffic, 2 competing pages
127. smurfette costume pattern, 786 traffic, 13 competing pages
128. school 9 result, 305 traffic, 9 competing pages
129. father day's crafts, 11436 traffic, 12 competing pages
130. university alabama football tickets, 280 traffic, 6 competing pages
131. stanley cup playoffs 2010 schedule, 661 traffic, 15 competing pages
132. keeping up kardashians online, 1263 traffic, 13 competing pages
133. email list on sale, 567 traffic, 12 competing pages
134. one life live spoilers, 220804 traffic, 6 competing pages
135. who was jack ripper, 585 traffic, 19 competing pages
136. body rider brd2000 elliptical trainer seat, 316 traffic, 18 competing pages
137. list foods that cause gout, 2963 traffic, 8 competing pages
138. palmetto football talk, 2969 traffic, 10 competing pages
139. best way learn german, 1078 traffic, 15 competing pages
140. how to win a free vacation, 1131 traffic, 15 competing pages
141. belly putters sale, 311 traffic, 15 competing pages
142. wi badger football schedule, 890 traffic, 11 competing pages
143. thai recipes with chicken, 814 traffic, 15 competing pages
144. where buy argan oil, 303 traffic, 3 competing pages
145. body vi reviews, 5476 traffic, 19 competing pages
146. true religion outlet, 7731 traffic, 12 competing pages
147. philips sonicare flexcare rechargeable sonic toothbrush sanitizer, 5359 traffic, 13
competing pages
148. how to build chicken coop plans, 567 traffic, 13 competing pages
149. get man commit, 1174 traffic, 13 competing pages
150. draw car step step, 2688 traffic, 8 competing pages
151. long should i wait take pregnancy test, 803 traffic, 3 competing pages
152. cheap save date magnets, 3756 traffic, 8 competing pages
153. when does the thunderbolt come out, 534 traffic, 12 competing pages
154. fun things do atlanta, 1004 traffic, 20 competing pages
155. get rid cellulite exercise, 493 traffic, 10 competing pages
156. chinese calendar for boy or girl, 11939 traffic, 15 competing pages
157. how to get pet urine smell out of carpet, 1220 traffic, 12 competing pages
158. quickest way lose belly fat, 4264 traffic, 12 competing pages
159. nikon point shoot camera, 379 traffic, 14 competing pages
160. venapro where buy, 275 traffic, 14 competing pages
161. get paid work home, 717 traffic, 8 competing pages
162. shepards pie recipe ground beef, 458 traffic, 8 competing pages
163. footprints sand jewelry, 643 traffic, 13 competing pages
164. tracy homes sale, 280 traffic, 5 competing pages
165. wheat intolerance symptoms nhs, 661 traffic, 1 competing pages
166. brinkmann bbq reviews, 534 traffic, 18 competing pages
167. dinosaur songs kids, 260 traffic, 15 competing pages
168. relay life fundraising ideas, 3169 traffic, 17 competing pages
169. free kids coloring pages to print, 3634 traffic, 15 competing pages
170. good snacks diabetics, 308 traffic, 7 competing pages
171. easy songs learn guitar, 3095 traffic, 13 competing pages
172. mafia 2 centerfolds, 661 traffic, 7 competing pages
173. things do branson mo, 5671 traffic, 4 competing pages
174. making money home free, 417 traffic, 8 competing pages
175. michael buble uk tour 2011, 6877 traffic, 5 competing pages
176. twilight soundtracks list, 280 traffic, 10 competing pages
177. parts source calgary, 3809 traffic, 8 competing pages
178. victoria british columbia vacations, 57292 traffic, 15 competing pages
179. calories and counter, 694 traffic, 13 competing pages
180. things do when your bored, 10992 traffic, 15 competing pages
181. how to draw a reindeer step by step, 661 traffic, 12 competing pages
182. what to use to make your hair grow faster, 280 traffic, 3 competing pages
183. va home loan requirement, 476 traffic, 11 competing pages
184. best workouts women, 331 traffic, 4 competing pages
185. carry luggage wheels, 2984 traffic, 15 competing pages
186. plus size mother bride gowns, 499 traffic, 7 competing pages
187. make him fall love you, 2746 traffic, 19 competing pages
188. get paid surf internet, 1258 traffic, 11 competing pages
189. ravana tamil movie online, 3809 traffic, 10 competing pages
190. historical fiction books for 6th graders, 356 traffic, 6 competing pages
191. how to make cream cake, 432 traffic, 15 competing pages
192. true religion outlet, 7731 traffic, 12 competing pages
193. step step tv show, 773 traffic, 7 competing pages
194. find girls online for free, 280 traffic, 12 competing pages
195. how to make alfredo sauce without cream, 432 traffic, 7 competing pages
196. heat exhaustion symptom, 262 traffic, 12 competing pages
197. ways deal depression, 321 traffic, 7 competing pages
198. fast ways lose belly fat, 262 traffic, 11 competing pages
199. used luxury car sale, 7920 traffic, 13 competing pages
200. medal honour games, 260 traffic, 9 competing pages

Again, these keyword are all very powerful ones and keywords you should be able to achieve top rankings by creating quality and engaging content within your niche website. You can also use any of these topics for niche ideas as well, there are essentially 200 niche ideas here as well.